
THE PLACE: Family owned Sparkling Lights, located 

conveniently in Stoney Creek Décor Centre, is a 3,000 sq. ft. 

one-stop shop for all things lighting. Yagho and Susan Sliva 

decided to pool their considerable skills and experience, his as 

master electrician, hers in customer service, to open the business 

two-and-a-half years ago. They carry interior and exterior lighting, 

fans and controls, offering thousands of different styles to peruse.
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Yagho & Susan Sliva, Olivia, Lucas and Lillian.

THE STYLE: Susan credits Yagho with the easy-to-navigate 

layout of the open-concept space. “He was the brains behind 

everything,” she says. “He wanted to make it as easy as 

possible for people.” While most lighting stores display fixtures 

en masse, Sparkling Lights groups products by use. “If you’re 

looking for a bathroom light, there’s a bathroom section,” 

Susan explains. “We have the space so you can step back and 

look at each piece for its own beauty.”

THE TREND: Two-tone lighting is in vogue, such as black and 

gold or wood and iron. For revamps, it makes coordinating with 

existing finishes particularly smooth. Increasingly popular, given 

busy lives, is easy-to-maintain chandeliers and pendants, which 

are often open and airy. And if you want to stay contemporary 

in the kitchen, the move is from three smaller pendants to 

two oversize ones. With so many options, it’s never 

been simpler to combine function and 

individual style.

WHAT’S HOT: Susan is excited about Ellen DeGeneres’s 

new lighting collection, with mid-century and rustic modern 

influences. “It’s really different, and fun, kind of like her 

personality,” says Susan. A personal favourite: the Anhdao table 

lamp, with an attention-grabbing matte textured-resin base. 

She’s also enthusiastic about the new designs they are stocking 

from industry legend E.F. Chapman. If it’s new and trending, 

you’re sure to find it at Sparkling Lights.

BONUS: Susan and Yagho and their team provide free budget-

conscious consultations and, when you’ve found what you are 

looking for, offer complete installation services.

GET THERE: 410 Lewis Rd., Unit 5, Stoney Creek 
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